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Abstract

Advances in the understanding and prediction of tsunami impacts allow the develop-
ment of risk reduction strategies for tsunami-prone areas. This paper presents an inte-
gral framework for the formulation of tsunami evacuation plans based on tsunami vul-
nerability assessment and evacuation modelling. This methodology considers (i) the5

hazard aspects (tsunami flooding characteristics and arrival time), (ii) the characteris-
tics of the exposed area (people, shelters and road network), (iii) the current tsunami
risk management situation (time needed by the responsible authorities to warn the lo-
cal communities), (iv) the time needed for evacuation of the population, and (v) the
identification of measures to improve the evacuation. The proposed methodological10

framework aims to fill the gap between risk assessment and management in terms of
tsunami evacuation, as it allows for an estimation of the degree of evacuation success
of specific management options, as well as for the classification and prioritization of the
gathered information, in order to formulate an optimal evacuation plan.

1 Introduction15

Tsunamis are relatively infrequent phenomena, but they nonetheless represent
a greater threat than earthquakes, hurricanes and tornadoes, and cause the loss of
thousands of human lives and extensive damage to coastal infrastructure around the
world (González et al., 2012). Advances in the understanding and prediction of tsunami
impacts allow the development of risk reduction strategies for tsunami-prone areas.20

Conducting risk assessments is essential to identify the exposed areas and the most
vulnerable communities. Hazard, vulnerability and risk assessment results allow iden-
tifying adequate, site-specific and vulnerability-oriented risk management options, with
the formulation of a tsunami evacuation plan being one of the main expected results.
An evacuation plan requires the analysis of the territory and an evaluation of the re-25

levant elements (hazard, population, evacuation routes, and shelters), the modelling
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of the evacuation, and the proposal of alternatives for those communities located in
areas with limited opportunities for evacuation. This information facilitates the decision-
making regarding tsunami risk management.

Several previous works dealing with different aspects of the evacuation process for
a tsunami hazard exist. Some authors focus on hazard aspects, such as the calculation5

of the tsunami wave height, the flooded area, run up, or arrival time, while others deal
with tsunami-related human aspects, such as the calculation of loss of lives, potential
casualties, mortality vs. safety, human damage prediction, etc. Some analyze road
characteristics as input information for evacuation modelling, while others predict the
impacts on buildings using damage functions. Several authors focus on the evacuation10

itself, dealing with the identification of critical areas, the calculation of the evacuation
time, or the assessment of warning procedures, among others. Many are oriented to
the development of specific evacuation modelling software. Very few authors focus on
precisely how to plan a tsunami evacuation. Some examples of the previous works are
briefly analyzed here.15

Regarding the human damage prediction caused by flooding-related disasters, in-
cluding tsunamis, Sugimoto et al. (2003) presented a tsunami human damage predic-
tion method employing numerical calculation and GIS for a town in a high-risk area.
The number of deaths as a result of a tsunami was estimated from the accumulated
death toll, taking into account the time necessary to begin to seek refuge after an20

earthquake, tsunami inundation depth on land, flow velocity and evacuation speed.
Jonkman et al. (2008a, b) proposed a method for the estimation of loss of life due
to flooding of low-lying areas protected by flood defenses, which is given based on
the flood characteristics, the exposed population and evacuation, and the mortality
amongst the exposed population, using new mortality functions developed by analyz-25

ing empirical information from historical floods. Koshimura et al. (2006) estimated the
number of casualties that may occur while people evacuate from a tsunami inundation
zone, based on a simple model of hydrodynamic forces as they affect the human body.
The method uses a tsunami casualty index computed at each grid point of a numeri-
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cal tsunami model to determine locations and times where tsunami evacuation is not
possible, and therefore where casualties are most likely to occur. This, combined with
population density information, allows for the calculation of the potential number of ca-
sualties, which is useful information to identify locations which ought to be excluded
from evacuation routes. Sato et al. (2003) proposed a simplified method for tsunami5

risk assessment without wave run-up analysis, to qualitatively estimate the safety of
residents, and examine the effectiveness of tsunami prevention facilities. Two normal-
ized values are evaluated: the ratio of calculated maximum tsunami height to seawall
height, and the ratio of the time between tsunami over-topping and evacuation comple-
tion to the total time required for evacuation.10

Concerning the analysis of specific evacuation issues, Strunz et al. (2011), within the
framework of the tsunami risk assessment for the German Indonesian Tsunami Early
Warning System (GITEWS), analyzed the evacuation of several Indonesian islands,
considering the Vulnerability as the probability of not reaching safe areas in time. Alvear
Brito et al. (2009) calculated the population evacuation time through a GIS-based nu-15

merical model, in which the critical zones (where the population will not have sufficient
time to reach the security areas) are identified by considering factors such as the dis-
tance to security zones, the land slope, and accessibility of roads. Clervaux et al. (2008)
presented a tsunami scenario simulator, which combines the hydrodynamic simulation
of tsunamis with warning and human-response simulations for evacuation, mainly fo-20

cusing on alert communication aspects.
Works on evacuation modelling software may be grouped in three categories, ac-

cording to the FLOODsite project (2009): (i) traffic simulation models, (ii) evacuation
behaviour models, and (iii) time-line/critical path management diagrams. The evacua-
tion modelling shown in this paper fits in the third category. Kolen et al. (2010) described25

the probabilistic evacuation model EvacuAid, which determines the expected value and
bandwidth for the success and loss of life of evacuation strategies based on four pa-
rameters: the available time, the behaviour of people, the behaviour of authorities and
the available infrastructure and resources. Van Zuilekom et al. (2005) developed the
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Evacuation Calculator to compute how much time is required for evacuation, and to
determine the effect of traffic management during the evacuation process on the re-
quired evacuation time. It focuses on traffic flows, and not on individual people or vehi-
cles, and requires data about the average vehicle speed, the capacity of the exit point,
the source zones and exits, the distance between them, and the number of people5

and cattle present in each source zone. Bc Hydro (2004) developed the Life Safety
Model which allows dynamic interaction between the receptors (e.g. people, vehicles
and buildings) and the flood hazard. It requires data about the location of individual
properties, vehicles and people, the flood depths and velocities from a two dimen-
sional hydraulic model, and details of the road network and other pathways. Aboelata10

et al. (2005) proposed the LIFESim model for the estimation of potential loss of life from
natural and man-made (dam and levee failure) floods, which comprises three modules:
loss of shelter, warning and evacuation, and loss of life.

As far as evacuation planning is concerned, Scheer et al. (2011a), within the frame-
work of the SCHEMA project and the Handbook on Tsunami Evacuation Planning,15

presented the local tsunami risk assessment and all subsequent implications on eva-
cuation planning, based on the expected tsunami wave height, and the arrival time of
the first devastating tsunami wave. This work defines a cost surface layer, evacuation
shelter points, a time map, the area covered by each shelter point, the time-distance
from the closest shelter, the area served by exit/escape points, and the time-distance20

to reach the closest escape point. Scheer et al. (2011b) propose optimizing tsunami
evacuation plans through the use of building damage scenarios to identify potential
vertical shelters. Garside et al. (2009) states that all at-risk facilities should have ap-
propriate emergency response planning which would include (i) warning notification
protocols and systems; (ii) evaluation and mapping of evacuation routes, with signage25

to designated assembly points; (iii) consideration of evacuation timing; and (iv) staff
training and evacuation plan exercising. Besides the existing scientific works, many of
the official evacuation plans reviewed (Tokyo’s earthquake survival manual1, Oregon’s

1Tokyo Metropolitan Government: Earthquake survival manual
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tsunami evacuation brochures2, Chile’s tsunami inundation map3, etc.) are oriented to
provide citizens from a city/province/country with strategic information such as an eva-
cuation map and some general guidelines about what to do in case of emergency, as
opposed to being a tool for decision-makers to plan the proper evacuation of the area.

As mentioned above, different partial aspects of tsunami risk and evacuation are ad-5

dressed in the literature. With a view to the successful planning of the evacuation of
the population located in a tsunami prone area, several gaps in the prevailing science
are identified: (i) no direct relationship between the specific evacuation-related assess-
ments carried out and the formulation of risk reduction measures and/or an evacuation
plan exists, even though some general connections are usually established; (ii) an as-10

sessment of the characteristics of the population and communities to be evacuated
is not usually undertaken, (iii) the evacuation time is sometimes calculated without
considering the tsunami arrival time, resulting in a lack of information regarding the
degree of success that the identified evacuation time represents for the population;
(iv) an analysis of the time needed by the responsible administrations to issue the15

tsunami warning and to inform the population is sometimes not considered, although
this is essential information for determining the real time available for the population
to evacuate; (v) the evacuation modelling results sometimes do not identify, propose
or suggest conclusions about how to reduce the risk of the populations identified in
critical areas, regarding successful evacuation; and (vi) proposals for improvements in20

the evacuation process are frequently inadequate, lacking identification of locations to
build new vertical shelters and evacuation routes, and omitting warning time reduction
strategies, etc.

Based on this analysis, the objective of this paper is to present a framework which
aims to eliminate the above-identified gaps, providing a global picture of what is re-25

2Oregon Department of Emergency Management and Oregon Department of Geology and
Mineral Industries: Tsunami Evacuation Brochures

3Gobierno de Chile: Carta de Inundación Por Tsunami, Zona Urbana Coronel Costa
(in Spanish)
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quired for the adequate formulation of evacuation plans of a study area, and to present
evacuation modelling as an essential tool for risk management. This methodologi-
cal framework proposes an integral approach to considering (i) the hazard aspects
(tsunami flooding characteristics and arrival time), (ii) the characteristics of the exposed
area (people, shelters and road network), (iii) the current tsunami risk management si-5

tuation (time needed by the responsible authorities to warn local communities), (iv) the
evacuation time needed by the population, and (v) the identification of measures to
improve the evacuation. It thus aims to fill the gap between risk assessment and ma-
nagement in tsunami evacuation.

This paper is structured as follows: after this introduction, the proposed framework10

for tsunami evacuation planning is presented in Sect. 2, including the analysis of the
hazard, the exposed population, safe areas and evacuation routes, time calculation,
evacuation modelling, and the proposal of alternatives for critical areas, and the main
ideas for the formulation of the evacuation plan. Section 3 presents the application
of this framework to the coastal area of El Salvador, and specifically to the Western15

Coastal Plain, along with a discussion on the major findings. Finally, some conclusions
are presented.

2 Methodology for tsunami evacuation planning

Evacuation plans are developed by the responsible authorities and decision-makers;
however, a clear connection between the risk and vulnerability assessment results and20

the management decisions taken using these results, will result in a better evacuation
plan, and therefore into benefits for the society. Figure 1 shows the methodological
framework proposed for evacuation planning, which is divided into 3 phases: analy-
sis, modelling and planning. This framework and its three phases is intended to be
supported by participatory processes involving the local communities, the Civil Pro-25

tection, emergency-related NGOs and responsible authorities, among others. These
processes aim to (i) inform the stakeholders about the work, (ii) involve them in the
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overall evacuation planning process, from the preliminary designs to the validation of
the evacuation strategy and maps, (iii) include their knowledge in the analysis, and (iv)
thereby improve the final planning results.

The analysis phase aims to examine the territory and communities exposed to the
tsunami flooding in order to identify critical elements from the point of view of the eva-5

cuation, by examining the characteristics of the population, the characteristics of the
road network and the availability of safe areas in case of tsunami events. These three
components (population, routes and shelters) are identified and weighted based on
several evacuation-relevant criteria (reaction time, travel speed and isolation of the ex-
posed population; travel difficulty and safety of the road network; and capacity, safety10

and accessibility of shelters), to obtain essential information for the preparation of a pre-
liminary evacuation proposal that distributes the population among the different shelters
identified. This preliminary proposal is intended to then be discussed and reviewed with
the exposed local communities in order to include and benefit from their experience,
perception and knowledge.15

The modelling phase aims to refine and update the preliminary evacuation proposal
to identify the critical areas that would not be able to be evacuated and that should
therefore be priority candidates for risk reduction measures. The evacuation modelling
considers the distances to be travelled and the evacuation speeds of the population,
the tsunami arrival time and the current risk management procedures, such as the20

warning time needed by the responsible authorities and the reaction time of the popu-
lation. This information is best obtained through consultations with the involvement of
the responsible authorities, in order to include their experience and knowledge about
existing warning protocols and the main difficulties faced in emergency events. Once
the critical areas have been identified, alternatives dealing with reducing the distances25

to be travelled and/or increasing the available time are proposed to reduce risk. These
proposals are also modelled to ensure that the critical areas are gradually reduced,
and this process is repeated until these areas are eliminated.
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The planning phase aims to gather all the information produced in the analysis and
modelling phases as inputs for a comprehensive tsunami evacuation plan. The analysis
of the exposed population will result in measures to ensure the proper evacuation of the
entire population, by reducing the limitations produced by the reaction time, the travel
speed and the isolation of communities. Analysis of the road network and safe areas5

will result in measures to improve both elements, by increasing the capacity, safety and
accessibility of roads and shelters. The evacuation modelling will provide conclusions
about the need for reducing (i) the distances that the population needs to travel until
they reach a safe area, (ii) the authorities’ response time (detection, analysis and warn-
ing time) and (iii) the population reaction time, and consequently the measures shall10

be oriented to these issues. This framework permits interactive and adaptive planning
and management, as once the above mentioned measures have been implemented
the three evacuation indices (Population Evacuation Index, Evacuation Routes Index
and Safe Areas index) will be improved towards their optimal status.

Based on this framework, the chapter is divided into six sections: (1) identification of15

the potential tsunami flooded area, (2) analysis of the exposed population, safe areas
and evacuation routes, (3) time calculation, (4) evacuation modelling, (5) proposal of
alternatives for critical areas, and (6) evacuation planning.

2.1 Identification of the potential tsunami flooded area

A proper identification of the potential tsunami flooded area requires a hazard assess-20

ment based on tsunami propagation models through the characterization of tsunami-
genic sources and other oceanic and coastal dynamics. Simulations of historical and
potential tsunamis with greater or lesser affection to the study area’s coast shall be per-
formed including distant, intermediate and close sources. Probabilistic or deterministic
analyses can be performed to generate different hazard maps such as the maximum25

wave height elevation, the maximum water depth, the maximum flooding level or run-
up, the minimum tsunami arrival time, and the potential drag, understood as the hazard
degree for human instability based on incipient water velocity and depth.
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2.2 Analysis of the exposed population, safe areas and road network

Once the potential tsunami flooded area has been identified and consequently the ex-
posed communities and infrastructures are known and geographically located, a cha-
racterization of the exposed population, the safe (not-flooded) areas and the road net-
work to reach these areas shall be performed.5

The analysis of the exposed population in terms of evacuation is based on the Popu-
lation Evacuation Index (PEI) and a series of evacuation indicators. For the calculation
of the PEI, (i) the reaction time index considers the number of illiterate people and the
number of people located in critical buildings, understood as those that house large
numbers of people to be organized jointly in case of evacuation (hospitals, schools);10

(ii) the travel speed index is based on the number of disabled and sensitive age people
(children and the elderly); and (ii) the isolation index considers the expected num-
ber of people that may have difficulties evacuating due to the characteristics of their
territory. In conclusion, gathering knowledge about the number of people to be evac-
uated, their location and their characteristics and limitations regarding evacuation, is15

extremely useful to successfully manage their evacuation and to foster their prepared-
ness in a specificity-oriented manner.

Evacuation to safe areas distinguishes between horizontal and vertical shelters. Ho-
rizontal evacuation refers to the strategy for arriving to the not-flooded areas which are
outside the hazard zone or on accessible high grounds. Vertical evacuation refers to20

the strategy for escaping within the hazard zone by going up to higher floors in build-
ings or other artificial structures. Tsunami numerical modelling defines the potentially
flooded area, which then permits the establishment of horizontal security zoning. The
security zoning is proposed to be comprised of the following zones:

– Tsunami flooded area: area with greater flood depths and flow velocities near the25

coast and lower depths and flow velocities further inland. Evacuation from this
area is strongly recommended.
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– Medium security zone: this zone shall be established between the maximum flood
level in the study area and a security level specifically determined for each zone.
This area would be the minimum evacuation objective to be achieved by the po-
pulation in order to ensure their safety.

– High security zone: from the medium security zone onwards. This area is the5

evacuation objective for those located in the medium security zone when the alert
is received and for anyone able to reach to this area in the available time.

Potential vertical shelters located within the tsunami hazard area shall be identified,
analyzed and prioritized based on the above-shown criteria, i.e. capacity, safety and
accessibility. The current road network shall be also analyzed to identify the existing10

evacuation routes in the study area, and to select those roads that connect populated
areas with medium security areas and prioritized in terms of ease of travel and safety.

The set of indicators proposed for the analysis of the exposed people, road network
and safe areas is shown in Table 1, with several mathematical-statistical procedures
being applied to them in order to generate comparable and combinable information.15

The following epigraphs describe the methodology used to integrate the indicators.
The indicators proposed for the assessment of the exposed population, road net-

work and safe areas help in (i) identifying specific weaknesses to be addressed within
a tsunami preparedness program, and (ii) prioritizing routes and shelters. The indi-
cators for the assessment of safe areas also provides, through the binary indicators,20

information used to reject some shelters from the planning process (for example, non
resistant vertical shelters, island effects on horizontal shelters, and no available access
to either kind of shelter results in a direct rejection).

The process for the integration of the evacuation indicators and indices has the fol-
lowing steps: (i) building indicators through normalization; (ii) building indices through25

weighted aggregation, and (iii) indices classification through the natural breaks method.
The transformation of the variables range of values is carried out using the minimum–
maximum (Min–Max) method, which normalizes the indicators to an identical range
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[0,1] by subtracting the minimum value and dividing by the range of the indicator val-
ues (OECD/EC-JRC, 2008). Once the indicators have been normalized, a weighted
aggregation is applied to them in order to build the indices. Thus, a weight is applied
to each indicator, associated with (i) the importance it represents for the index to which
it belongs, and (ii) the reliability of the information (for example, although the type of5

road (in terms of materials, width and conservation) is considered important for an ef-
ficient evacuation, it is common to find that a high percentage of the roads that must
be used are not the best type of roads, therefore in such cases this indicator should be
low-weighted). The partial indices obtained are also weighted and aggregated to build
the composite index. The indexed values are translated into 5 classes, this ranking10

being linked to a colour code to represent the information geographically. The Natu-
ral Breaks classification method based on the Jenk’s optimization algorithm is applied.
This method is implemented in the ArcGIS software and is designed to determine the
best arrangement of values into different classes. This is done by minimizing each
class’s average deviation from the class mean, while maximizing each class’s devi-15

ation from the means of the other groups. In other words, the method reduces the
variance within classes and maximizes the variance between classes (Jenks, 1967).

2.3 Time calculation

Some time-related concepts essential to understanding the study are as follows
(Fig. 2):20

– Tsunami arrival time (TTsunami): time from the tsunami generation until the first
wave arrives at the coastal area. The tsunami arrival time map is represented by
time contour lines and a colour code.

– Total evacuation time: time from the tsunami generation until the entire population
reaches safe area. It consists of two concepts:25
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a. Response time (TResponse): time from the tsunami generation until the popu-
lation begins to evacuate. This time includes:

i. Detection and warning time: time from the earthquake detection and the
analysis of its characteristics until the tsunami warning is issued by the
responsible authority.5

ii. Alert transmission time: time from the reception of the alert by the inter-
mediate authorities in charge of crisis management (such as Civil Pro-
tection) at the national level and its transmission to those responsible at
the local level.

iii. Alert reception time: time from the reception of the alert by those respon-10

sible at the local level until the entire community is informed.
iv. Population reaction time: time from the population receives the alert until

they start to evacuate.

b. Evacuation time (TEvacuation): time from the beginning of the evacuation until
the population arrives to a safe zone (walking evacuation time).15

The tsunami arrival time is calculated based on the hazard assessment described in
Sect. 2.1. by means of the generation of a set of tsunami arrival time maps through
numerical modelling. The response time can be obtained from the existing emergency
protocols or from direct work with the responsible authorities, at least the information
regarding the detection and warning, alert transmission and reception times. The re-20

action time of the population, if no information is available, may be assumed to be
15 min, based on Post et al. (2009) and Strunz et al. (2011). The evacuation time is
to be obtained from the evacuation modelling considering the tsunami arrival time and
response time.

A deficit in the total evacuation time is generated when the time needed for eva-25

cuation is greater than the time the tsunami takes to arrive at the coast. A surplus is
obtained when the opposite situation happens. As the tsunami arrival time cannot be
controlled, the only option to reduce the risk for coastal communities depends on the
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management (reduction) of the response and evacuation time. The evacuation time
depends on the distances to be travelled and the population speeds; assuming that
no improvements for evacuation time (such as building new shorter routes, organizing
specific help for slow populations, etc.) can be implemented at the moment, then the
current evacuation success will mainly depend on the response time: the lower the5

response time, the more time will be available for the evacuation and to reach a safe
area before the first tsunami wave arrives. The evacuation corresponding to various
response times shall be analyzed and modelled in order to identify the critical one for
which the population would not be able to evacuate in time.

2.4 Evacuation modelling10

An evacuation modelling shall be carried out to identify optimal evacuation routes and
the time needed for the population to evacuate, based on the tsunami arrival time,
the security zoning and the road network. For the evacuation modelling applied within
the framework proposed in this paper, the network analyst extension of ArcGIS 10.1
software is used to create a network database and perform various analyses consider-15

ing the definition of attributes and connectivity standards. Based on this extension the
“closest facility” analysis is applied to measure the traveling cost between origin and
destination points. The following factors are considered for modelling:

– Evacuation distances: the aim is to obtain the minimum length (L) from each
evacuation point of origin to the destination point.20

– Evacuation speed (V ): based on Sugimoto et al. (2003) and Mück (2008), two
types of people with different speeds (V 1, V 2) are considered:

i. Fast population, generally associated with adults, with an evacuation speed
of V 1 = 1 ms−1.

ii. Slow population, associated with the elderly, children and the disabled, with25

an evacuation speed of V 2 = 0.7 ms−1.
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– Evacuation time (TEvacuation): the time needed to travel the length L to the safe area
(destination point); it depends on the different speeds considered (TEvacuation1,
TEvacuation2):

i. Fast population: TEvacuation1 = L/V 1.

ii. Slow population: TEvacuation2 = L/V 2.5

– A slope slows the evacuation. Thus, according to Cano (2011), speeds are
corrected based on the slope, and consequently the evacuation times are also
corrected.

i. Slope= (Za−Zo)/L; being Za the highest point and Zo the lowest point.

– Response time (TResponse) = time from the occurrence of the tsunamigenic event10

until the population begins to evacuate

– Total evacuation time (T ) for each type of population by speeds (T1, T2):

i. Fast population: T1 = TResponse + TEvacuation1.

ii. Slow population: T2 = TResponse + TEvacuation2.

According to the response time modelled in each case, the model provides the shortest15

path from each origin point to the destination point (located where each road gets out
of the flood sheet). The model also calculates the time required for walking the shortest
path identified, and colours the origin point depending on the result obtained. Table 2
shows the colour code used to represent these results, depending on whether the total
evacuation time of the fast population (T1) and the slow population (T2) are less than20

or greater than the tsunami arrival time (TTsunami).
As the number of exposed people is known, this modelling also permits the cal-

culation of the evacuation balance, understood as the percentage of people getting
evacuated by census tract for the response time analyzed. The evacuation balance
depends on both the distance to be travelled and the population speed.25
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2.5 Proposal of alternatives for critical areas: a sensitivity analysis of the
evacuation model

Depending on the evacuation results obtained for a specific response time, the formu-
lation of particular measures to improve the evacuation of the area may be required.
These measures can be of two types:5

– The reduction of the response time, which would increase the time available for
evacuation.

– The reduction of the distance to be travelled by communities which are currently
not able to evacuate in time, by means of building vertical evacuation shelters
and/or new evacuation routes.10

After the proposals for alternatives to reduce the response time and/or the distances
to be travelled are implemented, the evacuation plan shall be modelled again in order
to confirm that the critical area is being reduced and that more of the population is
being evacuated. Further measures shall be applied and modelled until the entire area
evacuates successfully. This sensitivity analysis of the evacuation model represents15

a powerful tool for managers to reduce the risk of specific areas, by ensuring the suc-
cessful evacuation of the population, as it allows for the prediction and assessment of
the results of specific management options.

Regarding the identification of possible locations for vertical evacuation shelters in
the study areas, the following steps are required: (1) identification of areas where the20

population that would be unable to evacuate for a response time (TResponse) of 30 min
is concentrated; (2) iterative location of a tower at a strategic point in that area and
calculation of the arrival time of a tsunami (TTsunami); (3) calculation of the time available
for evacuation at that point, i.e. the time that people have to arrive to the tower before it
is reached by the first tsunami wave. TEvacuation = TTsunami−TResponse; and (4) calculation25

of the distance that can be travelled for that evacuation time for the two considered
speeds (V 1 = 1 ms−1, V 2 = 0.7 ms−1).
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As a result of the above calculations the optimal location of the towers is obtained.
The following information (Fig. 3) is provided for each tower: (1) the tsunami arrival
time (TTsunami); (2) the response time (TRespuesta); (3) the time available to evacuate
(TEvacuación); and (4) the reception distance for both population speeds, which is repre-
sented by the green and red concentric rings surrounding the towers: the population5

located in the green ring would reach the tower in the available time, regardless of
whether they belong to the fast or slow population; from the population located in the
red ring only the fast population would reach the tower in time.

2.6 Evacuation planning

The above-described process provides essential information for tsunami risk manage-10

ment, including the formulation of an evacuation plan. The Analysis phase provides
measures oriented to (i) reducing the limitations of populations in terms of evacua-
tion, (ii) improving the road network and (ii) improving the existing shelters; while the
Planning phase offers measures oriented to (iv) the reduction of current evacuation
distances to be travelled and (v) reducing the current response time. Based on this,15

Table 3 presents an example of an evacuation plan structure and measures.

3 Application to the coastal area of El Salvador

This chapter presents the application of the described methodological framework for
evacuation planning to the coastal area of El Salvador. The study area is located in
an area of high seismic activity which has been hit by 15 tsunamis between 185920

and 2012, nine of which were recorded in the twentieth century, with all of them hav-
ing been generated by earthquakes, and two of them being highly destructive; one in
1902 that affected the eastern coast of the country and one in 1957 that affected Aca-
jutla. The most recent, albeit of lesser magnitude, occurred in August 2012, affecting
Jiquilisco Bay (IH Cantabria-MARN, 2012). The work presented here is framed within25
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a comprehensive methodology for assessing the tsunami risk in coastal areas world-
wide, and applied specifically on the coast of El Salvador during the period 2009–2012.
Two spatial scales have been applied for the risk assessment in the project, a global
analysis for the national scale, and a local and more detailed analysis for three specific
areas at higher risk: the Western Coastal Plain, La Libertad and the Bahı́a de Jiquilisco.5

Evacuation has been modelled for the three local studies. The results obtained for the
Western Coastal Plain are presented in this paper.

3.1 Identification of the tsunami flooded area

The hazard assessment is based on propagation models for earthquake-generated
tsunamis (Álvarez-Gómez et al., 2013), developed through the characterization of10

tsunamigenic sources – seismotectonic faults – and other dynamics (waves, sea level,
etc.). Simulations of historical and potential tsunamis with greater or lesser affection to
the country’s coast have been performed, including distant sources (distances greater
than 2000 km to the coast, with tsunami travel times greater than 4 h), intermediate
sources (between 700 and 2000 km with tsunami travel times between 1 and 4 h), and15

close sources (located in the subduction trench off the country’s coast with tsunami
travel times of less than 1 h).

A deterministic analysis (aggregated analysis that combines the 23 worst credible
cases of tsunamis that could impact on the Salvadoran coast) has been carried out,
with the main outputs (Fig. 4) being different hazard maps (maximum wave height ele-20

vation, maximum water depth, minimum tsunami arrival time, maximum flooding level
or “run-up”, and potential drag (understood as the hazard degree for human instabil-
ity based on incipient water velocity and depth), along the coast of El Salvador and
at some relevant locations with high resolution analysis. For evacuation analysis pur-
poses, the drag hazard map has been used, as it combines flow velocity and depth to25

better explain the human risk caused by the tsunami.
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3.2 Analysis of exposed population, safe areas and road network

The analysis of the exposed population in terms of evacuation has been carried out us-
ing the vulnerability information gathered for the tsunami risk assessment (González-
Riancho Calzada et al., 2012), with the census tract being the analysis unit at the local
level. Based on the methodology presented in Sect. 2 and a geographic information5

system, several partial and aggregated maps have been generated to better under-
stand the Population Evacuation Index (PEI). Figure 5 shows the PEI map, together
with the three indices composing it: (i) the reaction time index of each census tract
exposed to the hazard has been calculated, aggregating the number of illiterate peo-
ple and the number of people located in critical buildings, including schools, hospitals,10

health centers, hotels, geriatrics, churches, malls, sports and leisure centers; (ii) the
travel speed index is based on the number of disabled persons, as well as children
below 10 and persons above 65 yr; and (iii) the isolation index considers the number
of people located in badly road-connected areas, or those that frequently get isolated
due to other extreme events such as river and coastal flooding. Ultimately, the number15

of people to be evacuated, their location, and their characteristics regarding difficulties
for evacuation are known.

The analysis of the safe areas has considered both horizontal and vertical shelters.
Regarding the horizontal evacuation and based on the potentially flooded area, Fig. 6
shows the proposed security zoning for the Western coastal Plain of El Salvador, which20

is composed of (i) the tsunami flooded area (in blue); (ii) the medium security zone (in
yellow), established between the maximum flood level in the study area and a security
level specifically determined for this zone (20 ma.s.l.); and (iii) the high security zone
(in green) from this level onwards. Potential vertical shelters located within the different
tsunami hazard areas in the three local studies have been identified, analyzed and25

prioritized based on their capacity, safety, and accessibility. In the case of the Western
Coastal Plain, analyzed here, no vertical shelters were found.
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The current road network has been analyzed, in collaboration with local community
leaders through participatory workshops, to identify the existing evacuation routes in
the study area, with those roads that connect populated areas with medium security
areas being selected and prioritized in terms of ease of travel and safety. Figure 6 also
shows the two specific locations selected in the Western Coastal Plain to be analyzed5

in detail. The results presented in this paper refer to the Barra de Santiago Area (the
box outlined on the left).

Figure 7 shows the main existing evacuation routes (in purple) and the connecting
paths (in red) in the Barra de Santiago area. It is necessary to model and analyze
whether these routes allow for the evacuation of people in the time available, or if it is10

necessary to propose alternative routes.

3.3 Time calculation

The tsunami arrival time and the response time calculated for the study area are pre-
sented here. A set of tsunami arrival time maps has been generated through numerical
modelling, based on a deterministic analysis that combines the 23 worst credible cases15

of tsunamis that could impact on the Salvadoran coast. This worst credible case cor-
rectly corresponds to a tsunami generated by nearby sources due to an earthquake
originating in the subduction zone (Cocos Plate–Caribbean plate) off the coast of El
Salvador. Accordingly the tsunami arrival time presented in this paper is related to a lo-
cally generated tsunami, representing the most conservative case in terms of evacua-20

tion time and, consequently, safety for the population. In the case of a tsunami caused
by a more distant source, these times would obviously increase.

Considering this tsunami scenario, Fig. 8 shows the tsunami arrival time for the West-
ern Coastal Plain which varies between 25 and 45 min depending on the zone, with the
entire coast of El Salvador being exposed to this time range. The first tsunami wave25

would arrive in the area of the Barra de Santiago 40 min after the tsunami generation
time.
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To calculate the response time, several workshops were held with the authorities
responsible for the management of different aspects of a tsunami emergency in El Sal-
vador. These workshops allowed for the collection and compilation of the appropriate
information and knowledge concerning the approximate duration of the different time
intervals involved in this concept:5

– The time, including (i) the earthquake detection and characterization by the Mi-
nistry of Environment and Natural Resources (MARN), (ii) the issuing of the
tsunami warning by MARN, (iii) the reception of the alert by the Directorate Gen-
eral of Civil Protection, and (iv) its transmission to the different Civil Protection le-
vels (Departmental, Municipal and Communal Civil Protection Committees), takes10

a total of approximately 13 min.

– Based on experience gained in previous emergency processes for other coastal
risks that frequently affect the study area (coastal and river flooding), the time re-
quired to transmit the alert to all the people in the community by those responsible
in the Communal Civil Protection Committee, is estimated to be 17 min.15

– According to Post et al. (2009) and Strunz et al. (2011) the reaction time of the
population, from the moment they are alerted until they begin to evacuate, is as-
sumed to be 15 min.

In conclusion, the current response time in El Salvador for a tsunami event is therefore
approximately 45 (13+17+15) min. The next task is to calculate the evacuation time20

which corresponds to this response time, using evacuation modelling.

3.4 Evacuation modelling

Based on the tsunami arrival time, the security zoning and the road network, evacuation
modelling allows the identification of the optimal evacuation routes and the time the
population needs to evacuate. The evacuation of the population has been modelled25
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for an initial response time of 45 min (RT45), equivalent to the response time currently
calculated for El Salvador (Fig. 9).

The contour line of 45 min for the first tsunami wave arrival is shown in orange inside
the flood area in Fig. 9. It is clear that RT45 means that when the warning arrives to
the communities, the tsunami has already reached the coast, and is spreading through5

the exposed area. The main conclusion obtained from the RT45 results is that most of
the exposed population would not be able to evacuate for a response time of 45 min.
Results are also presented in pie charts by census tract (Fig. 10), with the green colour
representing the percentage of people who evacuate and the red colour representing
the percentage who do not; the census tracts showing both options highlights the fact10

that the evacuation speed is also a function of a person’s speed (i.e. the fast ones
would evacuate, the slow ones would not), and is not only determined by the distance
to be travelled in the available time.

3.5 Proposals of alternatives for critical areas

Based on the evacuation results obtained (i.e. most of the exposed population would15

not be able to evacuate for a response time of 45 min) the formulation of particular
measures to improve the evacuation of the area are necessary. These measures in-
clude (i) the reduction of the response time, and (ii) the reduction of the distance to be
travelled by the population. These two kinds of measures having been proposed, they
are then tested using evacuation modelling until it is confirmed that the critical area is20

eliminated and that the entire area evacuates successfully.
In order to reduce the response time and thereby increase the time available for

evacuation, a new modelling has been performed for a response time of 30 min (RT30)
in order to understand the implications, in terms of people affected, of taking less time to
(i) detect the tsunami, (ii) warn the people, and (iii) start evacuating, since this situation25

would then result in increased time being available for evacuation (Fig. 11).
Compared to the evacuation modelling for RT45 (Fig. 9), the modelling for RT30

(Fig. 12) shows that the communities located close to safe areas and above the tsunami
2184
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arrive time contour line of 45 min, would more or less successfully evacuate for this new
response time (origin points changed into green and orange). The communities located
below the 45 min contour line, however, would not evacuate (origin points still in red)
even with the 15 additional minutes afforded by RT30.

For these latter communities which would not able to evacuate in time, further mea-5

sures are proposed, i.e. the reduction of the distance to be travelled by these commu-
nities, by means of building vertical evacuation shelters and/or new evacuation routes.
These measures are represented in Fig. 12 by yellow-black elements, with squares re-
presenting the new vertical shelters, and lines representing the new evacuation routes.
As explained in the methodology, the green and red concentric rings surrounding the10

towers represent the reception distance for both population speeds. The combination
of this information, together with the amount of people to be evacuated, indicates the
number of persons that these shelters should be designed to accommodate.

The iterative modelling of subsequent measures ensures that all the starting evacua-
tion points change to green, indicating the evacuation of the entire exposed population15

in the time available.
It is important to point out that these analyses and mapping resources are oriented

to and designed for risk and emergency managers, in order to provide them with tech-
nically sound information to assist in the formulation of optimal evacuation planning
for specific areas. The evacuation maps which are to be provided to the exposed lo-20

cal communities, based on the results obtained from the presented framework, must
however be simplified, to ensure they are intuitive and can be easily understood by the
members of the communities.

4 Conclusions

Advances in the understanding and prediction of tsunami impacts allow the develop-25

ment of risk reduction strategies for tsunami-prone areas, with evacuation planning
being an essential requirement to save lives during emergencies. This paper presents
an integral framework for the formulation of tsunami evacuation plans based on tsunami
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hazard and vulnerability assessment and evacuation modelling. This methodology con-
siders (i) the hazard aspects (tsunami flooding characteristics and arrival times), (ii) the
characteristics of the exposed area (people, shelters and road network), (iii) the current
tsunami risk management situation (time needed by the responsible authorities to warn5

local communities), (iv) the time required for evacuation of the population, and (v) the
identification of measures to improve the evacuation. The presented framework aims
to fill the gap between science and management in terms of tsunami evacuation and
presents evacuation modelling as a vital tool for disaster risk management and eva-
cuation planning.10

The hazard assessment, through the tsunami numerical modelling, permits the gene-
ration of different hazard maps (i.e. maximum wave height elevation, maximum water
depth, minimum tsunami arrival time, maximum flooding level or “run-up”, and maxi-
mum drag regarding people instability) which provides knowledge about the exposed
area, the locations which would receive higher impacts and the tsunami first wave15

arrival time, all being critical information for evacuation purposes. The worst case sce-
nario is the most conservative in terms of risk management.

The vulnerability assessment of the exposed population assists in the designing of
specificity-oriented measures in order to deal with specific weaknesses in terms of
evacuation. Several characteristics of the population have been analyzed: (i) the to-20

tal number of exposed people, (ii) the number of people in critical buildings (schools,
hospitals, geriatrics, hotels, etc.), together with illiteracy and intellectual disability, pro-
viding information about reaction times; (iii) slow groups (the elderly and children) and
physical disability which are directly related to the travel speed; and (iv) badly con-
nected areas which translate to community isolation, impacting both the reception of25

an alert and the subsequent evacuation. The analysis of the existing road network and
safe areas provides knowledge about the current evacuation infrastructure and may
highlight the need for repairs and improvements.

The proposed evacuation modelling helps by identifying (i) the shortest routes that
people have to travel from their places of origin to destination points, considering the
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slope and different population speeds, and (ii) the evacuation degree of success for the
available evacuation time. This modelling also considers the response time, understood
as the time from the tsunami generation until the population begins to evacuate: (i) the5

current emergency protocols and the experience of the responsible authorities both
provide essential information about the time needed for tsunami detection, issuing of
warnings, alert transmission and reception, all of which are extremely important for the
population, as a shorter response time directly translates into longer time available for
the population to evacuate; (ii) the population reaction time is assumed to be 15 min10

(Post et al., 2009; Strunz et al., 2011). It is important to mention that the proposed
framework permits the application of more complex evacuation models as required.
Modelling the current response time gives the real evacuation situation, which is the
starting point for risk management. The evacuation degree of success obtained for the
current response time helps in defining alternatives for those communities that do not15

have options to evacuate in the current situation, by means of reducing the response
time and/or shortening the distances to be travelled (through additional routes and/or
shelters). This sensitivity analysis of the evacuation model represents a powerful tool
for managers to reduce the risk in specific areas, by ensuring the successful evacuation
of the population, as it allows predicting the results of specific management options.20

A method for the identification of possible locations for vertical evacuation shelters
is proposed, providing useful information for each shelter, such as the tsunami arrival
time, the response time, the time available to evacuate, and the reception distance for
both population speeds. The combination of this information with the amount of people
to be evacuated indicates the capacity that these shelters should accommodate.25

Finally, the proposed framework permits the classification order and the prioritiza-
tion of the gathered information, in order to better define the several risk management
measures to be included in an evacuation plan.
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Table 1. Set of indices and indicators for the analysis of exposed population, road network and
safe areas (V = vertical shelter; H =horizontal shelter).

Composite Indices Indicators Variables
Indices

P
op

ul
at

io
n

E
va

cu
at

io
n

In
de

x Reaction time Illiteracy Number of illiterate people

Critical evacuation Number of people in critical buildings

Travel speed Sensitive Age Groups Number of people below 10 yr, and above 65 yr

Disability Number of people with physical/intellectual disability

Isolation Isolation Number of people located in isolated areas

E
va

cu
at

io
n

R
ou

te
s

in
de

x

Type of road Number of road segments (per evacuation route) below a predefined
site-specific level of quality

Travel difficulty Slope Number of road segments (per evacuation route) with more than
9 % slope (based on Cano et al., 2011 and Laghi et al., 2006)

Agglomeration/traffic Number of road segments (per evacuation route) with common
agglomeration/traffic bottlenecks

Travel safety Direction from the coast Number of road segments (per evacuation route)
and distances to travel parallel to the coast

S
af

e
A

re
as

In
de

x

Shelter Capacity Capacity (V ) Number of people that can be hosted per vertical shelter

Number of floors (V ) Number of floors per vertical shelter

Resistance (V ) Materials resistance per vertical shelter (yes/no)

Shelter Safety Distance to the coast (V/H) Distance (m) from the shelter to the coast

Elevation (V/H) Elevation (m) from the sea level per shelter

Island effect (H) Horizontal safe area surrounded by flooding (yes/no)

Shelter
Accessibility Access (V/H) Open access to the shelter by road (yes/no)
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Table 2. Results for the relationships between tsunami arrival time and total evacuation time.

Total Evacuation Time (T1 < T2) Result Colour code
(evacuation origin points)

Fast population T1 Slow population T2

T
su

na
m

iA
rr

iv
al

T
im

e

T1 > TTsunami T2 > TTsunami No one starting from this Red
origin point would evacuate

T1 < TTsunami T2 > TTsunami Only the fast population Orange
group would evacuate

T2 < TTsunami Everyone starting from this Green
originpoint would evacuate
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Table 3. Evacuation plan structure.

General Specific Examples of Measures
objectives objectives

P
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ng

R
ed

uc
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n
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th
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V
ul

ne
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bi
lit

y
of

th
e

P
op

ul
at

io
n

re
ga

rd
in

g
ev

ac
ua

tio
n

Reaction time measures
– Information, awareness, capacity building and specific help for people who have difficulties understanding a warning message
– Specific evacuation training for critical buildings staff (schools, geriatrics, hospitals, etc.)

Travel speed measures
– Information, awareness and capacity building for slow groups (elderly, disabled, pregnant women and children)
– Community organization and specific help for slow groups

Isolation measures
– Information, awareness and training for isolated areas
– Specific help (transport services) for isolated areas
– Warning time prioritization to isolated areas

C
on

so
lid

at
io

n
of

th
e

ex
is

tin
g

ev
ac

ua
tio

n
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s

C
on
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n
of

th
e

ex
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g

ev
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tio

n
ro
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Travel difficulty measures
– Urban traffic management to avoid bottleneck areas
– Removal of potential bottlenecks (i.e. markets) from evacuation routes

Travel safety measures
– Improve/fix existing roads to facilitate the evacuation

C
on

so
lid

at
io

n
of

th
e

ex
is

tin
g

ev
ac

ua
tio

n
sh

el
te

rs

Shelter capacity measures
– Increasing the capacity of certain shelters when possible

Shelter Safety measures
– Structural reinforcement of existing structures

Shelter Accessibility measures
– Improve accessibility to existing shelters, eliminate barriers to evacuation

R
is

k
R

ed
uc

tio
n

in
C

rit
ic

al
ar

ea
s R
ed

uc
in

g
E

va
cu

at
io

n
di

st
an

ce
s

to
tr

av
el

Building new routes
– Building new routes to shorten the current evacuation distances

Building new shelters
– Building new shelters to shorten the distances to travel by the communities that currently are not able to evacuate
– Special help for the slow population located on the red ring

R
ed

uc
in

g
re

sp
on

se
tim

e

Reducing warning time
– Early warning system
– Capacity building in critical areas
– Optimization of communication system: networking, technology (mobile, tsunami warning speakers, etc.)

Reducing reaction time
– Information and awareness campaigns in critical areas
– Training, evacuation drills in critical areas
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Fig. 1. Tsunami evacuation planning framework.
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Fig. 2. Tsunami evacuation: basic concepts.
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Fig. 3. Example of the information provided for a vertical evacuation shelter.
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Fig. 4. Hazard maps for the Western Coastal Plain of El Salvador: maximum wave height
elevation (above left), maximum water depth (above right) and potential drag (below).
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Fig. 5. Population Evacuation Index (PEI) and related indices: reaction time (above left), travel
speed (above centre), isolation (above right) – Western Coastal Plain (El Salvador).
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Fig. 6. Tsunami security zoning and existing evacuation routes – Western Coastal Plain
(El Salvador).
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Fig. 7. Existing evacuation routes – Barra de Santiago, Western Coastal Plain (El Salvador).
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Fig. 8. Tsunami arrival time – Western Coastal Plain (El Salvador).
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Fig. 9. Evacuation time modelling for a response time of 45 min – Barra de Santiago, Western
Coastal Plain (El Salvador).
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Fig. 10. Evacuation balance for a response time of 45 min (T45) – Barra de Santiago, Western
Coastal Plain (El Salvador).
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Fig. 11. Response time modelled: 45 and 30 min.
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Fig. 12. Proposal of alternatives for the evacuation of critical areas – Barra de Santiago,
Western Coastal Plain (El Salvador).
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